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Selling Unsafe Vehicle Costs
North York Dealer $62,000
A North York dealer was fined $45,000 and ordered to pay
$17,000 restitution to a customer who purchased a car that
was unsafe for the road.

OMVIC’S
PRIORITIES

On a wintery day in 2016, Tian Cheng Kuang was driving his
2013 Mercedes Benz C350 when he slid into a Hyundai sedan
stopped in front of him. Kuang knew he wasn’t going fast, so
he wondered why the front of his car was so badly damaged by
the collision. Kuang purchased the Mercedes from Signature
Motor Cars Inc. in North York in October 2015. At that time,
he says he was told the car had been in a previous accident,
but it had been repaired, passed inspections and was “100 per
cent safe to drive without a worry.” The seller did not clearly
disclose that the vehicle had actually sustained an estimated
$31,000 damage in a 2014 collision, was deemed a total loss
and branded Salvage, was repaired and then rebranded as
Rebuilt. Nor did Kuang know that the Structural Inspection
Certificate that was used to change the brand from Salvage
to Rebuilt, allowing the vehicle to be plated and driven again,
contained false information and should not have been issued.
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The dealer was charged with making false, misleading or
deceptive representations in contravention of the Consumer
Protection Act (CPA).
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Both Signature Motor Cars Inc. and its officer and director
Riath Haydar were convicted of committing unfair business
practices in contravention of the CPA. Haydar was fined
$15,000, Signature Motor Cars Inc. was fined $30,000, and the
defendants were jointly ordered to pay restitution to Mr. Kuang
totaling $17,313.
“OMVIC hoped for an outcome that provided deterrence and
compensation,” explained John Carmichael. “With fines and
restitution totaling $62,313 in this matter, we believe that has
been achieved: a strong message has been sent, and a wrong
has been righted.”

Mystery Shoppers Encounter
Disappointing Disclosure Compliance
OMVIC’s last Dealer Standard reported mystery shopping
results that found compliance with the all-in price
advertising regulations by GTA used car dealers to be
vastly better than the compliance found when shopping
new car dealers. However, those mystery shoppers
encountered a significant lack of transparency when
it came to disclosing the collision damage history and
condition of many used vehicles offered for sale.
What the Shoppers Found
The shoppers, one with 25 years of experience as an
appraiser and an expert witness in more than 40 court
cases, and the second, a former dealership sales
manager with 25 years of automotive experience,
equipped with a PosiTector 6000 paint thickness gauge,
visited 25 used car dealers and looked at 28 vehicles.
On 16 occasions, salespeople underreported the extent
of accident repairs or made outright false statements.
Here are three examples:
1) The dealer stated he had too many cars to know
anything about their histories…so he relies on
CarProof. As for the Mazda 3 the shoppers were
looking at, the seller assured them, “it’s clean,
it’s clean….no accidents.” The mystery shoppers
determined the car had multiple points of impact,
including a major structural impact to the right rear
quarter, a front impact, and bodywork to both left
and right sides. They found “black paint in the right
rear door frame indicates that the quarter panel was
sectioned and replaced with parts from a black car.”

2) The salesperson stated about a 2011 Aveo, “whatever
is in the CarProof (which was two points of impact and
an airbag deployment) is what I tell the customer. We
pay for the paper; it doesn’t say where it was hit.” The
truth of the car was this: it had experienced a structural
impact and was extensively rebuilt. The front fenders
and grille, radiator support, bumpers and hood were
replaced. All four doors were from another vehicle.
The trunk had been replaced. The rear sub-frame rails
were worked on, re-caulked and painted over.
3) The seller of a 2010 Focus told the mystery shoppers
the car had sustained a “minor” impact to the right
side. The shoppers did find an impact to the right side,
but also to the front and rear. “Many body parts are
from a black Focus. The rear bumper and trunk are
from a white Focus. The air bags were replaced after
a deployment – their covers are a slightly different
colour from the dashboard plastic.”
These representations are misleading at best and outright
deceptions at worst, “stated OMVIC CEO and Registrar,
John Carmichael. “These examples clearly demonstrate
behaviour and conduct that is illegal and causes significant
consumer harm. Dealers and salespeople who conduct
business this way not only break the law, they perpetuate a
tired stereotype and destroy trust in the industry.”
Recently, the Used Car Dealers Association also stressed the
importance of making full disclosure in its December issue
of Front Line. For more information, go to www.ucda.org/
The Law
The Motor Vehicle Dealers Act (MVDA) requires dealers
to make specific disclosures related to a vehicles pastuse history and condition. The Code of Ethics (CoE)
requires that all registrants conduct themselves with
honesty and integrity and the Consumer Protection Act
(CPA) outlaws the making a false, misleading, deceptive
or unconscionable representations. Breaching the CoE
can incur fines up to $25,000; maximum penalties for
individuals convicted of breaching the MVDA or CPA are
fines of $50,000 and/or two years less a day in jail; and
businesses can face maximum fines of $250,000. Dealers
or salespeople could also be issued a Proposal to Revoke
Registration for breaches of the CoE or MVDA/CPA.
To assist with compliance, dealers are reminded to
consult a history report AND conduct a thorough physical
examination (including using a paint gauge to identify
paintwork) before offering a vehicle for sale.
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COLLISION/INCIDENT DISCLOSURE
REMINDER
Dealers are required to disclose, in writing in a clear,
comprehensible and prominent manner, information
related to collision/incident repairs, including:
•

Any collision or incident damage to the vehicle
greater than $3,000 (and the total cost of repair
if known). If the cost of repairing the collision/
incident damage is less than the estimated cost,
the repair cost and the repair estimate must both
be disclosed.

•

If the vehicle has been classified under the
Highway Traffic Act as irreparable, salvage or
rebuilt, and the most recent classification.

•

If the vehicle was declared a total loss by an
insurer.

•

If the vehicle has two or more adjacent panels that
are not bumper panels that have been replaced.

•

If the manufacturer’s warranty on the vehicle has
been cancelled.

•

If the vehicle has sustained any damage caused
by fire.

•

If the vehicle has sustained any damage caused by
immersion in liquid that has penetrated to the level
of at least the interior floor boards.

•

If there has been structural damage or the vehicle
has had repairs, replacements or alterations to the
structure of the vehicle.

•

If any of the vehicle’s airbags are missing or not
operational.

•

If the vehicle requires repair to any of its:

•

•

Engine, transmission or power train

•

Subframe or suspension

•

Computer equipment

•

Electrical system

•

Fuel system

•

Air conditioning

Any other fact that could be expected to influence
the decision of a reasonable buyer or lessee
to purchase or lease the vehicle on the terms
disclosed in the contract. Note: collision repairs
amounting to less than $3,000 could be considered
material facts and therefore require disclosure.

When Multiple Disclosures Are Required
If multiple disclosures apply, each one must be made!
For example, if a vehicle was involved in a collision that
required structural repairs and the replacement of
two adjacent body panels costing $10,560, the contract
MUST disclose ALL of this information! Here is an
example of an appropriate disclosure statement for
this example:
Vehicle involved in collision – required structural
repair and replacement of right side doors.
Repair cost: $10,560.
Simply writing “Accident - $10,560” or similar language
fails to provide all the required disclosures and
breaches the MVDA.
Note: Required disclosures (including material facts)
must be made, even if the vehicle is being sold as-is.
For more information on required disclosures
click here, contact an OMVIC Inspector or call
OMVIC’s Complaints and Inquiries Team at
1-800-943-6002x3942.

Tribunal Offers Stinging Rebuke to Dealer Applicant
The Licence Appeal Tribunal upheld OMVIC’s
Proposal to Refuse the registration of Bumblebee
Motors Limited and its director, Vilteau Delvas,
due to curbsiding activities prior to applying for and
obtaining OMVIC Registration.

Delvas had submitted an application for OMVIC
registration, which demonstrated an understanding of
the need for registration before trading vehicles.

While unregistered, Delvas, on behalf of Bumblebee
Motors Limited, leased rebuilt wrecks to unsuspecting
Ottawa-area consumers and failed to make
disclosures related to the dollar amount of accident
repairs, salvage branding and insurance total losses.
At the hearing, Delvas claimed he misunderstood the
requirement to be registered before engaging in the
trade of motor vehicles. OMVIC presented evidence
to the tribunal that Delvas knew curbsiding was
illegal: he had successfully completed the Automotive
Certification Course, where the curriculum stresses
an individual’s requirement to be registered and

Licence Appeal Tribunal Vice-Chair, Avril Farlam,
noted that Delvas had worked for the federal
government, obtained a Canadian university degree
and had worked in law enforcement; he “was not
ignorant of the requirement to register under the Act.”
In its decision, the Tribunal agreed that Delvas’ tactics
were a “fairly sophisticated way of trying to get around
the OMVIC registration requirement.”
In rendering its decision, the Tribunal stated, “The past
conduct of Mr. Delvas both personally and as an officer
and director of Bumblebee affords reasonable grounds
for belief that the appellants will not carry on business
in accordance with law and with integrity and honesty.”

Improper Safety Costs Dealer $1,500
1610777 Ontario Inc., o/a National Auto Sales &
Leasing was fined $1,500 for breaching the CoE.
The Mississauga dealership acknowledged in an
Agreed Statement of Facts that they sold a vehicle
that was not fit for use as a means of transportation
as required by the Sale of Goods Act.

As for the motor vehicle inspection station that issued
the Safety Standard Certificate, Tyler Pierre and
Matrix Auto Repair and Tire Centre were charged by
the MTO and convicted under the Highway Traffic Act
for not complying with proper inspection requirements.

“Vehicle condition and improper safeties combined
are the number one complaint OMVIC receives from
consumers,” explained John Carmichael. “Dealers are
reminded that they must fully disclose any material
fact and that vehicles sold must be of merchantable
quality and fit for purpose.” Dealers must also disclose
needed repairs to major components, which includes
the frame and sub-frame.
In September of 2016, the dealer sold a 2005 Chevrolet
Equinox to a leasing company to facilitate a lease to
a customer of National Auto Sales & Leasing. Within
days of taking delivery, the customer experienced
serious vehicle condition issues. Believing the vehicle
should not have passed inspection, the customer
contacted the Ministry of Transportation (MTO). An
MTO inspection determined the SUV should not have
passed a Safety Inspection due to significant corrosion
on the underside of the vehicle.
In addition to National’s $1,500 fine, the dealer
agreed to refund $1,000 to the customer and director,
Naveed Amin, was ordered to successfully complete
the Automotive Certification Course.

For a complete list of required disclosures,dealers
can click here or contact their local OMVIC Inspector.
Note: dealers who are unsure of their assigned
inspector can call: 1-800-943-6002x3179.
Best Practices to Prevent Vehicle Condition Complaints
To ensure dealers fully understand and disclose the
condition of vehicles sold OMVIC recommends:
•

Having vehicles road tested and inspected by a
qualified mechanic

•

Providing the mechanic with any relevant
information about each vehicle’s history that may
assist with the inspection (i.e., has it been repaired
after an accident?)

•

Ensuring inspections are not limited to just the
components required for a safety standards
certificate – they should also include other major
components that might require repair

•

Maintaining records of inspections identifying
the components inspected, the results and if any
repairs were made
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Women in Automotive Mentoring Program
In September 2018, the Trillium Automobile
Dealers Association (TADA) launched the Women
in Automotive Mentoring Program. This Program is
designed to connect female post-secondary students
with a mentor in the automotive industry who can
offer support and advice to encourage young women
to pursue a career in what is perceived to be a maledominated industry.
Applications for the Program are open to students
from all faculties/programs – not only those in
automotive courses.
Participating mentors are women from the
automotive industry, including dealer principals,
General Managers, Human Resource Directors,
Marketing Managers and Parts Managers.

For more information, visit https://tada.ca/mentor/

Change for Some Credit Card Payments
Due to changes implemented by credit card processing companies, OMVIC can no
longer accept a CVV number on a physical application/renewal/transfer document.
For more information click here.

Remembering Ken Peterson,
Former OMVIC President and Chair
Ken Peterson, Past-President and Chair of OMVIC’s Board of Directors,
passed away peacefully at the age of 68, with his family by his side.
Ken served his fellow dealers and Ontario’s consumers on the OMVIC
Board from 2001 until early in 2018. As President, he was recognized
for leadership, innovative problem solving and his ability to get the
job done.
Ken worked in the automobile business most of his life, operating
Ken Peterson Sales and Leasing in Thunder Bay for more than 20 years.
He also played a significant role in his community, serving as a member
of the Thunder Bay Hydro Commission and the Municipal Electric
Association of Ontario, and as a Director of Northwest Energy.
With a heavy heart, OMVIC’s Board and staff extends its sincere
condolences to Ken’s family and friends.

Ken Peterson
Past-President and Chair of
OMVIC’s Board of Directors

Thank You Registrants
OMVIC’s 2018 Engagement Series Was a Success
Over the past few months, OMVIC CEO and Registrar,
John Carmichael, accompanied by OMVIC Communication
and Education staff, hit the road on a province-wide
Registrant Engagement Series. With stops in 10 cities,
registrants had the opportunity to network, meet OMVIC
staff, have questions answered and share ideas.
“The feedback was overwhelmingly positive,” explained
Carmichael. “We only wish more dealers and salespeople
had been able to join in.”
According to one attendee, “Time was well spent and I
was able to take away three relevant pieces of information.
I consider it worth my time if I get one. Great job!”

Another wrote, “It was really a great opportunity to meet
the face of OMVIC and the fact that the Registrar was
present and wanting to help dealers is a huge plus.”
Attendees participated in an interactive, educational
presentation covering advertising, disclosure, contract
requirements and industry best practices.
“The Engagement Series allowed us to gain insights about
the marketplace from our registrants and we were able
to share some of the challenges currently facing OMVIC,”
explained Carmichael. “Attendees also provide valuable
input on topics ranging from continuing professional
development to the need for increased enforcement and
higher fines for offences that cause consumer harm.”
For those who were unable to attend an Engagement
Series Event but are interested in an educational seminar
or webinar, please contact OMVIC’s Senior Education
Officer at farah.mohammed@omvic.on.ca or view
previously recorded educational webinars on advertising,
disclosure (wholesale and retail) or the CPA on OMVIC’s
website by clicking here.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
HAPPY
NEW YEAR!

OMVIC CEO and Registrar, John Carmichael, the Board,
management and staff wish each of you peace, joy and hope
this holiday season and a New Year filled with health, happiness
and prosperity. We look forward to continuing our work with
all stakeholders in 2019 and remain committed to providing
excellence in service and maintaining a fair and informed
marketplace for Ontario’s consumers and dealers alike.

